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By the early Eighteenth Century, j?ruri had 
become an established popular theatrical genre that 
was not only performed, but printed and published 
regularly. In order to ward off governmental censor-
ship and defend itself from public criticism that it was 
full of frivolous lies that enticed people away from 
correct moral thinking, j?ruri started to focus mainly 
on productions of jidaimono historical plays? that 
reflected the early-modern social hierarchy and Con-
fucian ideals of the family and state, with plots that 
reinforced the fundamental Confucian-based didactic 
principle of kanzen ch?aku ????, the promotion 
of good and punishment of evil. The defining trait of 
characters on the good side was “giri ??,” a sense of 
societal or feudal obligation and duty. In this context, 
j?ruri puppet plays often depicted stepmothers in one 
of two ways: as a “good” stepmother, an exemplary, 
virtuous character who upholds Confucian norms by 
cherishing her stepchildren and by placing their wel-
fare ahead of that of her own natural children; or as a 
“wicked” stepmother, who undermines her stepchil-
dren and is simply evil by nature, thus conforming to a 
negative social stereotype.
The j?ruri master playwright Namiki S?suke ?
??? (1695-1751)? was ground-breaking in that he 
departed from the stylized conventional representa-
tions of stepmothers (both good and bad) and gave a 
more realistic portrayal of the psychological conflict 
between the stepmother’s “real” desire to favor her 
natural child and the strong social pressure to put her 
stepchild first. This paper focuses on S?suke’s unique 
representations of stepmothers in several plays written 
at different points in his career, H?j? Jirai ki ????
? (Chronicle of H?j? Tokiyori, 1726), Nanto j?san 
gane ????? (Thirteen Bells at the Southern Cap-
ital, 1728), Hibariyama hime no sutematsu ????
? (Abandoned Princess at the Pine Tree on Mt. 
Hibari, 1740), and Futatsu ch?ch? kuruwa nikki ?
?????? (A Diary of Two Butterflies in the Plea-
sure Quarters, 1749). I argue that, while these plays 
adhere to principle of kanzen ch?aku with an overall 
plot structure of good conquering evil, at the level of 
individual characters, S?suke’s depictions of step-
mothers subvert traditional Confucian ideals. His 
“good” stepmothers are not inherently exemplary; 
instead, they favor their stepchildren because they (as 
stepmothers) want to conform to social pressure and 
wish to be seen as exemplary. Likewise, his “wicked” 
stepmothers are not simply abusive stepmothers; they 
have their own motives and circumstances. Through 
these less conventional and more realistic, conflicted 
characters, S?suke speaks to the anxieties of his audi-
ence and calls into question the rigid value system that 
strictly subordinated individual desire to social obliga-
tion. Instead, he explores the psychology of 
stepmothers who place – or wish to place – their indi-
vidual desires first.
????????????????????????????
??????????????
????????? ????????????????
Because of their focus on the conflict between 
family and the duty of loyalty, exemplary mothers and 
stepmothers often appear in jidaimono j?ruri as main 
characters, as the hero’s wife, sister, daughter, or 
mother. In the early modern feudal society, the most 
important job for a woman was to bear and raise chil-
dren, especially boys, to continue the family line. 
Samurai families with no heir were subject to discon-
tinuance.? Infertility was one of the legitimate reasons 
for a man to divorce his wife: “The reason for taking a 
wife is for the reproduction of the offspring, so it is 
natural to divorce a wife who cannot bear children.”? 
When a wife was unable to produce an heir to the fam-
ily, her husband was allowed and expected to either 
divorce her and marry another woman, have a mistress 
(or several) to produce an heir, or adopt a child, often 
from his relatives.? The infertile wife who was other-
?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
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wise a good wife was allowed to stay married, but was 
expected to become a stepmother.?
Similarly, if a man was widowed with children, 
he would usually remarry to have a new wife who 
could manage the household. The last two volumes of 
the twelve-volume kanaz?shi collection of historical 
short stories of exemplary Japanese women, Honch? 
jokan ???? (Mirror of Women in Our Country, 
1661), are entitled “Instructions for Women” (joshiki 
??) and indicate how women should behave under 
various circumstances. This volume includes a section 
entitled “How to Raise Your Stepchildren,” which is 
an interesting indicator as to how common it was for 
women to raise stepchildren, and how inherently diffi-
cult this experience could be:
If a woman becomes a wife of a family that 
already has children, she should pay extra atten-
tion. If she tries to firmly instruct her stepchildren 
the right way, people will condemn her. If she is 
lax with the stepchildren and lets them do as they 
please, people will condemn her for deserting the 
stepchildren and not guiding them. In any case, 
it’s often quite frustrating since people will criti-
cize her on all occasions.?
Because becoming a stepmother was quite common, 
the hardship of being a good stepmother was widely 
recognized. Even when a stepmother genuinely tried 
to be a good mother, there was a social stigma that 
drew critical eyes against her. This reflects common 
early-modern beliefs about women and stepmothers 
that the stepmothers are perceived to be cruel (because 
women are by nature jealous and crooked), so they 
become easy targets of social condemnation no matter 
how they actually treat their stepchildren.
Despite the social stigma and the difficulty of 
loving stepchildren as if they were their own, step-
mothers in j?ruri plays are exemplary and actually do 
so. Uchiyama Mikiko points out:
The theme of stepmother and stepchildren is not 
unique to j?ruri, but a universal theme to any 
country and any time. However, when j?ruri deals 
with this theme, there is a certain rule, a rule that 
the stepmother on the hero’s side? always 
adheres to her duty and treats her stepchild better 
than her real child no matter what.?
This tendency is especially strong for Takemoto-za ?
??? playwrights, starting from Chikamatsu Monza-
emon ?????? (1653-1725). They conventionally 
depicted the love between parents and children, which 
includes stepparents and stepchildren, as a main 
theme. There always exists a sense of “obligation 
(giri)” in such relationships, so it is not rare for the 
stepmother (or stepfather) to sacrifice herself (or him-
self) or her (or his) real child to save the stepchild. The 
most famous example is the mother of the hero 
Wat?nai in Kokusen’ya kassen ????? (The Bat-
tles of Coxinga, 1715). Even though she had only just 
met her stepdaughter, Kinsh?jo, when Kinsh?jo’s hus-
band tried to kill his wife, the old mother protected her 
stepdaughter, stepping in front of her and saying, “This 
is my precious daughter. Don’t be afraid my dear girl. 
Hide behind me.”? As an exemplary samurai woman, 
Wat?nai’s mother does not hesitate to protect her step-
daughter, even if it could cost her life.
Another typical representation of the good step-
mother type in j?ruri is the stepmother who tries to 
protect her stepchild even more strongly than the step-
child’s biological mother does. In Sansh? day? gonin 
musume ??????? (Five Daughters of Sansh? 
day?, 1727, Takemoto-za, Takeda Izumo I), for exam-
ple, the wife adopts and loves the son that her 
husband’s mistress bore as if he were her real son. 
When the husband ordered them to kill the son as a 
substitute for his master’s son, it is the wife who 
strongly objects, while the biological mother is 
resigned to killing her son. While the biological 
mother cries and says that “Tamichiyo [her child] is 
fortunate. To be born as a son of a retainer, dying to 
save the master’s life is just as valuable as being a lord 
himself. How fortunate for him,”? the stepmother 
secretly helped him to escape: “Tamichiyo and I 
became a parent and child just now. I will not let him 
be killed, even if I must sacrifice myself... this step-
mother will not desert you, even if I have to desert this 
life.”?
Acts of sacrifice, even sacrificing one’s own child 
as a substitute, are not as purely tragic and heartless as 
they may first appear to modern audiences. Although 
it is still tragic when the stepparents sacrifice them-
selves or their real children, the action is always well-
praised and well-rewarded in the end at the grand 
finale. The sacrificed child is often recognized and 
praised by the lord whose child was saved, and the 
sacrifice often plays a pivotal role in defeating the vil-
lains who plotted to kill the lord’s child and overturn 
the social structure. The sacrifice is always successful, 
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at least in the early jidaimono plays up to the 1720s. In 
addition, the parents are not depicted as cruel people 
who easily desert their children for the sake of their 
social and feudal obligations. Rather, by portraying 
their suffering caught between parental love and feu-
dal obligation, both their parental love and loyalty are 
emphasized. In such j?ruri plays, Confucian values are 
depicted as the ultimate good, and death or sacrifice 
for the sake of these values is depicted as a positive 
and particularly meaningful death.
In contrast to this straightforward Confucian 
model, Namiki S?suke, originally a Toyotake-za ??
? playwright, took a different approach to his fre-
quent theme of stepmother-stepchild relationships by 
adding another layer to the typical exemplary step-
mother type. The stepmother tries to act in the typical 
exemplary way, prioritizing her stepchild over her real 
child, but fails and breaks down in the end, confessing 
her true feelings that she favors her real child over her 
stepchild. Unlike Takemoto-za’s playwrights who 
“deeply believed that, among all human relationships, 
parents and children are tied with the purest affection 
such that they would never betray each other,”? and 
“if the characters are good, the relationship between 
stepchildren and stepmothers is bound with even 
deeper love than the relationship between the mother 
and her real children,”? S?suke seems to have had a 
more realistic approach to the natural, sinful? human 
feelings that sometimes stand in opposition to feudal 
and societal duty. This paper begins by focusing on 
S?suke’s earlier works that he wrote for Toyotake-za 
theater, analyzing the way in which S?suke depicted a 
more realistic “good” stepmother type who, just before 
her death, reveals her dark but true feelings that she 
loves her real child better than her stepchild, contrary 
to the Confucian moral code. Subsequently, this paper 
turns to address S?suke’s depiction of an “evil” step-
mother, who unabashedly bullies her stepchild. This 
depiction departs from typical depictions of evil step-
mothers in j?ruri plays in that the stepmother explains 
how her blind love for her own child motivated her 
actions. Finally, this chapter returns to a “good” step-
mother in one of S?suke’s later works after he became 
a Takemoto-za theater playwright in which he finally 
strikes a balance between depicting stepmothers’ feel-
ings realistically and j?ruri’s black-and-white moral 
conventions.
???????????????????????????????
S?suke’s exploration of the darker aspects of a 
seemingly-exemplary stepmother figure began in his 
first play, H?j? Jirai ki, written for the Toyotake-za 
theater. A mother who is caught between her real 
daughter and stepdaughter forms the dramatic heart of 
the play in Act Three. As one of the “good” characters, 
the stepmother shows the same qualities as a conven-
tional exemplary stepmother in the beginning of the 
act. However, when circumstances grow desperate for 
her natural daughter, the stepmother casts aside exem-
plary stepmotherly behavior and tries to help her real 
daughter at the cost of her own honor. By both 
employing and subverting the j?ruri conventions for 
“good” characters, S?suke draws attention to those 
individual desires that are normally suppressed under 
social pressure. Rather than presenting an exemplary 
stepmother who reinforces the Confucian social order, 
S?suke attempted to depict a darker but more complex 
stepmother who breaks social taboos because of a nat-
ural love for her own daughter, subtly casting doubt on 
the morality of prescribed Confucian behavior.
In the third act of H?j? Jirai ki, two young women 
and their mother? come to a castle to identify a head-
less body that might be one of the daughters’ 
husbands. Judging from the clothes, they identify the 
body as the younger daughter’s husband. Other evi-
dence shows that it was the older daughter’s husband 
who killed his brother-in-law. The younger daughter 
resolves to avenge her husband by killing her older 
sister’s husband, while the older daughter begs for 
mercy for her husband. Lord Tokiyori, the master of 
the castle, encourages the younger sister, laying out 
the case for why vengeance would be appropriate. The 
mother, however, sides with the older daughter, 
explaining that the older daughter is adopted and so 
should take priority over her natural daughter.
Lord Tokiyori’s argument in support of the 
younger sister, who intends to avenge her husband, 
reflects the traditional samurai view on justice and 
vengeance, with a Confucian emphasis on social order. 
He says:
Although I can understand both sisters’ points of 
view, the older sister, Ikuyo, should understand 
this: Regardless of one’s class or status, if one 
commits murder, that person should be caught 
and punished. This is the law of our society. Even 
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if your younger sister does not seek out her hus-
band’s killer for vengeance, he will not be 
allowed to escape punishment. As for your sis-
ter’s husband, any man who is killed in vain, even 
if he is the lord of a feudal domain, will have his 
lands confiscated and his family banished. This is 
well-known... Therefore, the younger sister 
should kill her husband’s enemy to redeem her 
family’s honorable name.?
Such vengeance would not be merely based on per-
sonal anger, but for the greater purpose of redeeming 
the honor of the younger daughter’s husband and his 
family. Without identifying the killer and taking 
revenge on him, her husband, and by extension the 
whole family, would forever be slighted as a “coward” 
who died an inglorious and unavenged death outside 
of battle that would be classified a “death in vain (inu-
jini),” which would result in the confiscation of his 
lands and the banishment of his family. It was the 
proper “way (michi)” of a samurai wife to take 
revenge for her wrongfully killed husband.
At the beginning of the third act, the stepmother 
is depicted as a typical exemplary stepmother, who 
prioritizes her stepdaughter over her real daughter. 
Despite Lord Tokiyori’s judgment that “the younger 
sister should kill her husband’s enemy to redeem her 
family’s honorable name,”? the stepmother defends 
the older sister, conforming to the expectations of an 
exemplary stepmother. Lord Tokiyori’s judgment, 
which is based on the way of the samurai, is less 
important for her than her social obligation towards 
her stepdaughter. After revealing that the older sister 
was adopted, the mother continues:
If people somehow learned that my older daugh-
ter was adopted, and if my older daughter were to 
learn about it, people would try to blame me as a 
stepmother, finding fault and speaking ill of our 
relationship. It would be regrettable and shame-
ful. Even though I didn’t treat my daughters 
differently, if other people speak ill of us, that is 
the way people would view us. I have been taking 
extra care of her for twenty-three years, and it has 
burdened my heart beyond measure... although I 
know it would be the right thing to support my 
younger daughter in her desire to kill her hus-
band’s murderer, I can’t, because I fear that it 
would ruin all of my effort until now and people 
would say that my wicked-stepmother nature 
appeared at this crucial moment. This is why I 
have deserted my younger daughter’s cause and 
support my older daughter.?
This idea resonates perfectly with contemporary prin-
ciples of proper behavior for stepmothers as widely 
disseminated in textbooks for women including the 
“How to Raise Your Stepchildren” section of Honch? 
jokan, a standard handbook for women.?
Through the stepmother’s words, S?suke high-
lights the social pressure that impels stepmothers to 
act properly and to avoid criticism. This stepmother is 
self-conscious about such social norms and considers 
it her obligation (giri) to treat her older daughter better 
so as not to bring shame (haji ?) on herself and her 
family. Significantly, she uses the word “giri” three 
times to explain her bond with her stepdaughter, while 
she does not express her “love (on’ai ??)” towards 
her stepdaughter. By concentrating on her social duty, 
the mother manages to maintain exemplary behavior, 
like her predecessors in conventional jidaimono j?ruri 
plays. At the same time, however, by presenting the 
mother’s comments purely in terms of social pressure 
and expectations, S?suke suggests the existence of a 
selfish human emotion that this seemingly flawless 
stepmother might possess: a sincere, overpowering 
love for her own daughter that she would reveal if not 
for the social pressure and her own pride and aversion 
to being criticized as a bad stepmother. In this regard, 
she suggests that she may be an ordinary woman, not 
unlike the audience, who would try to imitate the 
behavior of exemplary women in the textbooks with-
out necessarily possessing the exemplary emotional 
bond to her stepchild.
The point at which S?suke’s depiction of the step-
mother in H?j? Jirai ki diverges from the conventional 
description of exemplary stepmothers in earlier j?ruri 
plays is the lack of the emotional bonds underneath 
the externally imposed obligations. For example, in 
Chikamatsu’s Kokusen’ya kassen, the mother of the 
hero, Wat?nai, is clearly cognizant of social expecta-
tions: she explains that she cannot let her stepdaughter 
be killed in front of her eyes, since she does not want 
to sully her reputation and be called an evil step-
mother.? At the same time, the mother’s emotional 
bond with her stepdaughter is depicted as no different 
from a natural parent-child relationship. Their rela-
tionship is constantly referred to as “parent and child 
??,” and they gladly die together in the end in order 
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to clear the path for a crucial military alliance: 
“Mother and daughter take each other’s hands and 
nestle together... then expire at the same moment, the 
happy smiles on their faces a memento for this 
world.”? The relationship between Wat?nai’s mother 
and her stepdaughter exemplifies the principle of 
j?ruri convention that “if the characters are good, the 
relationship between stepchildren and stepmothers is 
bound by an even deeper love than the relationship 
between the mother and her real children.”? Wat?nai’s 
mother’s exemplary behavior is not at odds with her 
sincere love for her children (including her stepchild), 
and the non-blood family tie is celebrated as unbreak-
able.
On the other hand, the stepmother’s assertion of 
Confucian values in H?j? Jirai ki turns out to be a 
superficial facade that contradicts her true feelings. 
This presents S?suke’s radical view of a non-blood 
family tie that, “even on the protagonist’s side, no 
matter how harmonious the relationship between step-
children and their stepmother appears, there exists a 
irreconcilable jarring feeling at the bottom of their 
hearts.”? Later in the same act, the true identities of 
the dead body and the murderer are revealed. The dead 
body is actually the older daughter’s husband, who 
was killed by the younger daughter’s husband and 
dressed in his clothes. With the murderer and the vic-
tim switched, it becomes the younger daughter’s turn 
to beg her older sister’s mercy, while vengeance 
becomes the older daughter’s prerogative. If the step-
mother were truly exemplary, she would support her 
stepdaughter in taking revenge on her natural daugh-
ter’s husband. Instead, the stepmother stabs herself, 
confessing that her exemplary behavior was a sham:
How fearsome human hearts are. Evil should be 
restrained, but, against heaven, I have kept dark-
ness in my heart, and I will now make a 
confession. It’s no secret that my older daughter, 
Ikuyo, was a foundling... I adopted her and raised 
her dearly, to the age of twenty-five, without 
beating her, even when I sometimes hit her 
younger sister. I went out of my way to treat her 
well out of the sense of obligation to an adopted 
child. But an obligation taken up for saving 
appearances is easy to discard in an emergency. I 
was secretly hoping that my younger daughter 
would be successful in seeking vengeance, even 
though I said I would support my older daughter... 
It was only out of a sense of obligation that I 
cherished the older daughter. Whom else can I 
love from the bottom of my heart but my daugh-
ter by my own blood??
In this confession, the stepmother admits that she does 
not love her two daughters equally. It was only her 
sense of obligation (giri) that made her pay extra 
attention to the older daughter. Here S?suke breaks the 
jidaimono j?ruri rule that “the stepmother on the 
hero’s side always adheres to her duty and treats her 
stepchild better than her real child no matter what.”?
The quality of S?suke’s tragedy of obligation 
(giri) and human emotion (j? ?) is subtly different 
from the conventional presentation of this tragedy in 
j?ruri puppet plays. Conventionally, the tragedy lies 
mainly in the conflict between societal obligation and 
personal affection (often attachment to one’s child, 
represented by the oft-used expression, “blindness due 
to one’s child” ?????) and the suffering of the 
hero when he makes a difficult decision to sacrifice 
someone he loves out of loyalty or societal obligation. 
However, this sacrifice also highlights his nobility. 
The triumph that the sacrifice brings in the end of the 
play strongly affirms the Confucian values that it 
embodies. However, in the scene in H?j? Jirai ki 
where the mother confesses her feelings before her 
death, the tragedy arises because the stepmother can-
not make such a heroic decision. She realizes that the 
sense of obligation that she was clinging to all her life 
was superficial, and that her true feelings contradict 
the Confucian ideal she wished to believe in. While 
the stepmother’s realization of her real desire brings 
her a sense of despair, it also highlights her strong love 
towards her real daughter, and calls for sympathy from 
the other characters and from the audience. By fore-
grounding the exemplary stepmother’s individual 
desire that runs counter to societal duty, S?suke subtly 
problematizes the social structure that causes this con-
flict.
This confession-before-dying scene also betrays 
one of the conventional theatrical rules regarding con-
fession-before-dying scenes in jidiamono j?ruri plays. 
Such confessions are a common shuk? ?? (plot 
device), called a “modori ?? (return),” and are usu-
ally made by a character who serves the main villain 
but is actually good at heart (or repents in the middle 
of the play) and seeks to accomplish a secret good 
purpose by serving the villain. Often, right before the 
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seeming villain’s death, he confesses his true inten-
tions (or repents) to the protagonists and redeems his 
honor. A typical example is Gonta from Yoshitsune 
senbon zakura. When he was stabbed by his father, 
who despaired of his son’s villainous behavior, Gonta 
confessed that he was continuing to act like a villain in 
order to secretly save the life of their Heike master, 
Koremori.? Although he dies, his last confession 
restores his honor, and redeems him as a hero who has 
saved his master.
By contrast, the confession of the mother in H?j? 
Jirai ki seems to be a reverse-modori, where a seem-
ingly good heroine is made into a pathetic woman, 
since it works to degrade a character who has, up until 
that point, been acting as an ideal good stepmother. 
While the conventional modori scene functions to 
restore honor, this reverse-modori functions to irre-
versibly destroy honor.  The stepmother will never 
have an opportunity to redeem herself. Rather, she 
sacrifices her life and her honor together as a means to 
gain sympathy and make an impossible last request. 
She says to her older daughter, “Appease yourself by 
slicing me to pieces, but please spare your younger 
sister’s husband... I will go to Hell for the sin of for-
getting the proper way of living, but if you pity me, 
please simply tell me that you will spare your brother-
in-law before I die.”? By admitting that she has never 
truly lived her life by Confucian values, she is able to 
make a credible plea for something inconsistent with 
those values. Stripped of her mantle as an exemplary 
stepmother, she becomes a mere woman with human 
emotions and failings who is able to speak directly to 
others and seek their emotional empathy.
In his first work as a j?ruri playwright, S?suke 
made some departures from the conventional depic-
tions of stepmothers and presented an iconoclastic 
alternative to the conventional “good” stepmother type 
by depicting a woman whose human emotions over-
rule her Confucian values at a time of crisis. Through 
the stepmother’s confession, S?suke suggests that this 
kind of Confucian exemplary behavior can be more 
self-serving than genuine. The stepmother’s confes-
sion represents an implicit rebellion against these rigid 
social expectations, and a reflection of audiences’ 
anxiety over those expectations.
???????????????????????????????????
This type of “good” stepmother who fails to 
adhere to the standards of exemplary behavior because 
of her selfish human heart, as is revealed in the end, is 
central to several of the j?ruri plays that S?suke wrote 
for Toyotake-za theater. Nanto j?san gane, first per-
formed in Ky?h? 13 (1728), two years after H?j? Jirai 
ki, depicts other variations on the “good” stepmother 
type. One of the stepmothers, Osano, plays a major 
role at the height of the play in the third act, and the 
other one, Otsuji, plays a major role in the fourth act.
The beginning of the third act depicts Osano as 
an exemplary stepmother who raises her husband’s 
nephew. Without a child of her own, Osano, together 
with her husband, Kunisuke, and her husband’s 
mother, raised her husband’s sister’s son, Kamematsu. 
This accords with the image of a woman who becomes 
a stepmother because of infertility, as described in 
female instructional texts such as Wazoku d?ji kun.? 
Osano has been raising Kamematsu for three years, 
“cherishing him as if he were her own child”? and is 
on good terms with her mother-in-law as well. How-
ever, later in the third act, Kamematsu accidentally 
kills a man and is about to be sentenced to death. In 
order to save Kamematsu, his grandmother and Osano 
each lie and claim that she killed the man. The judge 
orders the two women grab Kamematsu’s arms, say-
ing whichever manages to pull him away from the 
other can be his substitute. While the stepmother wins 
this tug-of-war, the judge declares the grandmother the 
winner, explaining she wins because she truly loves 
Kamematsu and therefore could not cause him pain by 
pulling on his hand too hard.? The judge rebukes the 
stepmother, saying that she “would throw away her 
life for only vanity and fame, so she is not worthy of 
being the child’s substitute.”? On hearing this, Osano 
is struck with shame, stabs herself with a sword, and 
confesses her true heart:
My mother-in-law cherishes [Kamematsu] so 
dearly that she doesn’t mind sacrificing her life 
for him. But since I was always praised as being a 
good stepmother, I couldn’t ignore my obligation. 
I thought I should name myself the murderer [to 
save my stepson] so that I could win the honors 
of a filial and wise woman, and be praised as an 
exemplary wife. If my life were spared somehow, 
I would be honored for the rest of my life, I 
thought, in my selfish arrogance. My arrogance 
was seen through by the judge whom I only just 
met today. My mother-in-law and my husband 
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Kunisuke must have known about it all along. 
They must have always praised me more than I 
deserved so that I wouldn’t cause any harm, as if 
to control a poisonous insect with sweet herbs... 
For this shame, I cannot face anyone. At least I’d 
like to make what little amends I can make by 
dying.?
This confession is similar to the confession of the 
mother who revealed true feelings of preference for 
her real daughter right before her death in H?j? jirai ki, 
since Osano also completely undermines her reputa-
tion for treating her stepson well through this 
confession. However, unlike the stepmother in H?j? 
jirai ki, Osano does not have her own child. When she 
admits that she observed her “obligation” only for the 
sake of saving face, fulfilling her vanity, and bolster-
ing her reputation, she merely sullies her name, unlike 
the stepmother from H?j? jirai ki who hoped to save 
her biological daughter’s husband by admitting her 
selfish mind. In this sense, Osano’s confession and 
death are less meaningful in the plot of the play, and 
yield a stronger sense of “reverse-modori,” since all it 
serves to do is reveal that her exemplary behavior as a 
stepmother was only superficial.?
Act Four presents a different way in which a 
“good” stepmother admits that her sense of “obliga-
tion” was superficial. Kamematsu’s biological mother, 
Otsuji, became the second wife of Hayato, and has 
raised his son, Takewaka, for three years. She is 
ordered to kill her stepson, Takewaka, to make him a 
substitute for Hayato’s master’s son,? but she refuses, 
for fear of being accused of being an evil stepmother 
who heartlessly kills her stepson. However, she and 
her husband would be accused of disloyalty if they fail 
to provide a substitute for the master’s child.? She is 
caught between her duty of loyalty and her obligation 
as a stepmother. While she is wrestling with this order, 
her brother arrives with her real son, Kamematsu, fol-
lowing Osano’s death in the end of Act Three. This 
provides Otsuji the only solution for fulfilling both her 
duty of loyalty to her husband’s lord and her obliga-
tion as a stepmother, but at the cost of her own son’s 
life: “If I behead Kamematsu and present his head as 
Takewaka’s to be substituted for the master’s son, I 
can be loyal, and fulfill my obligation as a stepmother 
at the same time. If I compare my own child by blood 
to my stepchild, he is a hundred times more dear to 
me... but this is my fate (inga).”? At this point, Otsuji 
is put into the typical situation that a hero faces, where 
he or she is caught between a feudal duty and a per-
sonal attachment, and her choice resonates with the 
conventional good characters, who, despite the per-
sonal costs, act as exemplary Confucian models. 
However, at the same time, S?suke makes Otsuji 
admit that her true feeling is that she loves her son by 
blood one hundred times more than her stepson, which 
reflects S?suke’s fundamental idea about the inherent 
impossibility of the Confucian stepmother-stepchild 
ideal.
Her bottomless love for her real son, whom she 
had not seen for three years, naturally causes her to 
hesitate when she tries to kill him: “Although [Otsuji] 
took the sword, how pitiful was her son as he followed 
her around while she was preparing to kill him, on the 
very day she was reunited with him. She hesitated, 
with her tears falling on her hand holding the half-
drawn sword.”? It is not unusual for a typical good 
mother to hesitate when she tries to sacrifice her child 
in a j?ruri play. In fact, in Takemoto-za plays, such 
hesitation typically forms the highlight of the scene, 
since the focus on her suffering emphasizes the trag-
edy of an exemplary mother compelled to sacrifice her 
child by social and feudal obligations. What is unusual 
in this scene of Nanto j?san gane is that Otsuji’s 
brother remains in the scene, doubting her ability to 
kill the child, and takes him away as soon as Otsuji 
hesitates, making it impossible for her to complete her 
duty as an exemplary samurai stepmother.
This intervention by Otsuji’s brother reflects the 
idea that human emotion, especially a mother’s attach-
ment to her own child, is stronger than the sense of 
obligation to observe the Confucian moral code. His 
words and actions belie a belief that Otsuji could not 
really place her social and feudal obligations ahead of 
her own child. Acting in Otsuji’s place, Otsuji’s 
brother kills Kamematsu to make him a substitute for 
the master’s son. When he presents Kamematsu’s 
head, he says, “My sister was honorable as a samurai 
daughter to have wished to cherish her stepson and 
sacrifice her real son, and I praised her at heart, but 
she understandably became overwhelmed with great 
sorrow when she actually tried to kill him... I’m sorry 
it took me awhile [to kill Kamematsu], but please 
credit my sister for this.”? This speech seems to affirm 
human attachment to some extent, expressing, through 
the brother’s words, the idea that it is rather unnatural 
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for a stepmother to sincerely consider her stepchild 
above her own child. Under the Confucian value sys-
tem, Otsuji is a failed stepmother, who was unable to 
kill her son for the sake of her stepson. However, by 
making Otsuji’s brother kill Otsuji’s son and give her 
the honor, S?suke undermines the typical representa-
tion of “good” stepmothers as exemplary models by 
portraying Otsuji as a character who, while still on the 
good side, failed to do her duty, and is more sympa-
thetic, approachable for audiences, and “human” for it.
In addition to a “reverse-modori,” Nanto j?san 
gane also subverts another conventional shuk?. In the 
third or the fourth act of a jidaimono j?ruri, a substitu-
tion plot is often utilized to increase the dramatic 
tension. This became so conventional that, in a later 
play, Hibariyama hime no sutematsu, S?suke himself 
made one of the characters remark that “there have 
been so many different types of substitutions done in 
the past. No matter how much I think about it, substi-
tution has been done to death.”? The characters in 
Hibariyama hime no sutematsu end up trying to use a 
substitution plot anyway, but it fails in the end. The 
seeds of this distrust of substitution were already pres-
ent in Nanto j?san gane. Osano’s effort to save 
Kamematsu in exchange for her life in Act Three was 
wasted when Kamematsu was killed as a substitute for 
Otsuji’s stepson, Takewaka. Likewise, Kamematsu’s 
sacrifice to save Takewaka was made in vain because 
Takewaka was also killed as a second substitute for 
the son of Otsuji’s husband’s master in the final act. 
The double failure of the substitution by the two major 
stepmothers in the play undermines the convention 
that substitution was meaningful and critical to open-
ing a path to victory for the good side, and always 
praised and rewarded in the end. The substitutions’ 
failure is in accord with S?suke’s general divergence 
from j?ruri’s conventions and experimentation with 
greater realism in puppet plays.
???? ?????????????????
???????????????? ??????????????
S?suke’s representation of the evil stepmother 
Iwane in Hibariyama hime no sutematsu  departs from 
conventional representations of evil stepmothers in a 
way that mirrors his departure from conventional rep-
resentations of good stepmothers. S?suke makes his 
exemplary stepmothers more sympathetic by depicting 
individual desires that run contrary to Confucian ide-
als. Similarly, he makes Iwane more sympathetic and 
relatable, rather than inherently malicious, through her 
expression of similar human emotions. While adhering 
to the frame of jidaimono period plays in which the 
bad characters (those who do not respect Confucian 
values) are punished in the end, S?suke’s representa-
tion of Iwane is surprisingly similar to that of his 
exemplary characters. Through Iwane, S?suke 
explores the extreme case of a transgressive (evil) 
stepmother who completely prioritizes her individual 
desires over her social obligations.
Hibariyama hime no sutematsu, which was first 
performed in 1740, was the final full play Namiki 
S?suke wrote for Toyotake-za theater before he tem-
porarily changed careers to become a kabuki writer.? 
This play is based on a medieval Ch?j?hime-related 
setsuwa about the origin of Taema Temple, which was 
earlier adapted into numerous other forms of religious 
and popular literature and art.? The original themes of 
Ch?j?hime-related stories are largely Buddhist, focus-
ing on how the beautiful and devout princess, 
Ch?j?hime, renounced the world, wove a mandala, 
and became enlightened. The evil stepmother element 
was added later, but it had already become an impor-
tant part of the Ch?j?hime story as early as the 
thirteenth century. Through her persistent bullying of 
her exemplary stepdaughter, the stepmother in these 
stories functioned to highlight the virtue of Ch?j?hime, 
who shows unfailing filial respect to her evil step-
mother. In some versions, the stepmother repents and 
is saved by the mandala that Ch?j?hime weaves, and 
in others, the stepmother is simply punished by death. 
However, the focus of these stories is on Ch?j?hime’s 
virtue, and there is never adequate explanation as to 
why the stepmother acts the way she does.
S?suke’s Hibariyama hime no sutematsu elimi-
nates many of the religious aspects of the story and 
instead focuses on the more worldly and humanistic 
theme of family relationships. Acts Three and Four 
focus on the relationship between the evil stepmother, 
Iwane, and her virtuous stepdaughter, Ch?j?hime. 
Compared to the earlier Ch?j?hime works, the role of 
the stepmother (Iwane) is significantly more impor-
tant, and she is given a strong voice to explain her 
motives. Earlier in the play, Ch?j?hime was entrusted 
with a statue of the kannon deity by the Emperor, but 
Iwane stole it from Ch?j?hime.? Knowing that it was 
her stepmother who stole the statue, as a filial daugh-
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ter, Ch?j?hime remains silent, even as she is tortured 
by Iwane. Ch?j?hime is rescued by her faithful maids 
and secretly whisked away to Mt. Hibari, but she is 
found, and ordered beheaded for the crime of losing 
the statue. The faithful retainers and their wives twice 
attempt to prepare a substitute for Ch?j?hime, only to 
be discovered by Iwane. Iwane is finally killed by one 
of Ch?j?hime’s father’s maids? in Act Four, and 
Ch?j?hime renounces the world to pray for her.
Today, this play is known solely for its third act, 
especially the scene entitled “Torturing Ch?j?hime in 
the Snow ?????” (Figure 1) in which Iwane 
accuses Ch?j?hime of losing the statue of kannon and 
tortures her to make her confess who took the statue. 
This scene is frequently performed both in j?ruri and 
kabuki. The visual impact of an older woman violently 
beating the young beautiful woman is striking, and 
Iwane is made into a more central character of similar 
importance as Ch?j?hime.
Iwane’s direct physical involvement in torturing 
Ch?j?hime is unprecedented. Conventionally, this sort 
of action scene was reserved for male characters. In 
earlier Ch?j?hime adaptations, the stepmother bullies 
Ch?j?hime in a less direct manner, such as spreading 
rumors to drive Ch?j?hime away from home, or order-
ing men to kill her. By contrast, in this version, 
unsatisfied by the way her retainers beat Ch?j?hime, 
Iwane takes a bamboo whip to beat Ch?j?hime herself, 
“grabbing [Ch?j?hime’s] hair and dragging her 
around, making her gulp snow and slush”? (Figure 1, 
right) in front of the ladies-in-waiting and retainers, 
while ignoring Ch?j?hime’s pleas to torture her pri-
vately so as to avoid being seen as a bullying 
stepmother.
S?suke seems to have been inspired by kabuki in 
depicting Iwane as an actively violent female villain. 
Takei Ky?z? points out that S?suke most likely 
adopted the torturing-in-the-snow scene directly from 
kabuki where torturing a young woman in the snow 
was already a popular shuk? (Figure 2). S?suke’s inno-
vation was to make the torturer the stepmother, rather 
than a man. In addition, Takei points out that male-
role actors had started taking over the evil stepmother 
roles in kabuki around this time, which “all the more 
emphasized the evilness and the strength of the step-
mothers.”? Iwane can similarly be viewed as a more 
??????????????“?????????????????????”????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
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“manly” stepmother character. S?suke, who changed 
careers to become a kabuki playwright two years after 
writing this work, seems to have been eager to adopt 
this new character type from kabuki, perhaps because 
he felt confined by the conventions of j?ruri step-
mother types.
Because of Iwane’s role as a main villain, she is 
completely unbound by Confucian morality. This 
gives her greater liberty to speak and act on her attach-
ments and desires, and to say things that S?suke could 
not express through a “good” stepmother figure. 
Unlike the “good” stepmother characters, Iwane affir-
matively embraces and fully voices the view that 
stepmothers hate their stepchildren. When ordered by 
a male villain to steal the statue of kannon from her 
stepchild Ch?j?hime, Iwane gladly accepts, saying, 
“It’s the way of the world to hate one’s stepchildren. I 
will gladly steal the statue of kannon for you.”?
What makes Iwane truly stand out from earlier 
wicked stepmother characters is the fuller account of 
her motivation for bullying her stepchild. Like the 
stepmothers in H?j? Jirai ki and Nanto j?san gane, 
Iwane makes a significant speech in which she con-
fesses her true feelings just before her death in the end 
of the fourth act. This scene can be regarded as a vari-
ation of modori – or rather an anti-modori.? 
Undercutting the conventional expectations for the 
“modori” scene, Iwane refuses the chance to repent 
and redeem her honor, reinforcing her idea that loving 
her own child over her stepchild is quite natural, and 
dies without regret for bullying her innocent step-
daughter. After Iwane is stabbed in Act Four, Harutoki, 
a faithful retainer of Ch?j?hime’s father, urges Iwane 
to renounce the world before she dies so that her soul 
can be saved, but she refuses:
[Harutoki says,] “Madame, you’re badly wounded, 
and won’t survive. Please renounce the world and 
repent all of your evil deeds so that you may erase 
your sins and be saved in the afterlife.” Harutoki 
helped Iwane to get up. Breathing hard and with 
tear-filled eyes, Iwane said, “How stupid you are. 
My evil heart comes from a blindness caused by 
my child. Now that my precious child is dead,? 
why should I renounce the world? My wrath has 
only increased... It’s always the case that human 
desires are limitless. Day and night, I hoped to 
take Ch?j?hime’s life, bring out my real daughter 
whom I left in my hometown, and make her the 
heir to the Yokohagi household... Although people 
say that they cherish their stepchildren, where in 
the world is there a single person who can truly 
think of their stepchildren as their own?... I will 
follow my daughter even to the deepest circle of 
Hell. Kill me if you want... My spirit will stay in 
this world and prevent Ch?j?hime from succeed-
ing the Yokohagi household... Let me be a snake; 
let me be a serpent. I will haunt you and....” 
Before she could finish, her tongue shriveled and 
her spirit left this world.?
Here, Iwane is not presented as inherently evil, but 
rather as an ordinary person who has become morally 
blind due to her intense love for her child. In fact, the 
expression “blindness due to one’s child ?????” 
is used only twice in the entire play. In the other usage 
of the phrase, Iwane’s ex-husband, Isotay?, who is on 
the good side, says before his death, “The only thing I 
??????????????“?????????????????????”??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
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care about is my child. Among all the living things in 
this world, there is nothing that does not become blind 
for its child.”? By making both a hero and a villain 
speak about the blindness caused by one’s child – the 
same child – S?suke suggests that the motive for 
Iwane’s “wickedness” is not a trait of inherently bad 
people, or an unrealistic trait reserved for fictional vil-
lains, but an ordinary human trait that can exist in 
anyone, even in the heroes, or in the audience.
The point in Iwane’s monologue when she asks, 
“Although people say that they cherish their stepchil-
dren, where in the world is there a single person who 
can truly think of their stepchildren as their own?”? is 
S?suke’s most pointed criticism of j?ruri’s tendency to 
create an idealized world of theater in perfect accord 
with Confucian and feudal values, but not so much 
with reality. The traditional portrayal of exemplary 
stepmothers ignores the very real conflict between 
human desire and Confucian and feudal values. By 
contrast, S?suke blurred the boundary between good 
and bad stepmothers by introducing the concept of 
universal human desire. By portraying stepmothers 
who openly acknowledge that they love their natural 
children more than their stepchildren, and then dealing 
with the consequences of that in various ways – Osa-
no’s suicide, Otsuji’s hesitant resolve, Iwane’s villainy 
– S?suke explores the space between traditional 
jidaimono and real life.
???????????????
??????????????????????????????
S?suke continued to wrestle with the conflict 
between human desire and societal duty in his repre-
sentations of stepmothers after he resumed his career 
as a j?ruri playwright at the Takemoto-za theater. The 
representation of the stepmother in the eighth act of 
Futatsu ch?ch? kuruwa nikki forms a stark contrast to 
the dark endings that met the stepmothers who 
expressed their desire to favor their biological children 
in S?suke’s earlier jidaimono plays. S?suke explores 
the balance between personal desire and social obliga-
tions by taking advantage of the genre of sewamono 
domestic drama and the more flexible status of its 
characters. Rather than going to the extreme to pursue 
individual desire and discard social duty altogether, 
the stepmother in Futatsu ch?ch? kuruwa nikki shows 
one way of balancing the two.
Futatsu ch?ch? kuruwa nikki was one of the plays 
written by the team of S?suke, Takeda Izumo II, and 
Miyoshi Sh?raku for Takemoto-za theater during the 
so-called “Golden Age” when j?ruri enjoyed its peak 
of popularity. It is a nine-act sewamono play; and, 
while there is a controversy in terms of which play-
wright was in charge of writing which act, scholars 
agree that Act Eight, which deals with the theme of a 
stepmother who is caught between her stepson and 
real son, was written by Namiki S?suke.?
The sewamono genre in puppet plays was estab-
lished and popularized by Chikamatsu Monzaemon, 
and remained popular during the early Ky?h? period 
(1716-1735) before Chikamatsu’s death in 1725. 
However, sewamono fell out of favor after love sui-
cide, the single most popular topic of sewamono plays, 
was banned from stage performances in 1723. 
Sewamono recovered popularity during the “Golden 
Age.”? The sewamono plays created during this 
period included fewer love suicide plays,? and more 
longer plays that reflected wider aspects of towns-
people’s lives, and were set not only in the pleasure 
quarters, but also throughout the city of Osaka, as well 
as country villages. Sewamono plays depict the lives 
of contemporary commoners more realistically, focus-
ing on the psychological dilemmas of characters who 
face familiar problems caused by issues of money, 
human relationships, love, and Confucian familial or 
societal duties. In this regard, the plight of S?suke’s 
stepmother characters is better suited to sewamono 
than jidaimono with its focus on issues of political 
conflicts and Confucian samurai ideals enacted by ide-
alized characters.
The eighth act of Futatsu ch?ch? kuruwa nikki is 
entitled “Hikimado ??,” and is one of the most often 
performed parts from the play, both in j?ruri and 
kabuki.? In the beginning of the act, Nuregami 
Ch?gor?, one of the heroes of the play, who has killed 
four evil samurai, flees to visit his mother? and to bid 
her farewell. Ch?gor? and his mother were reunited a 
year ago after their separation when Ch?gor? was a 
child. Ch?gor?’s mother lives with her stepson (her 
late second husband’s son), Nan Yohei, and his wife, 
Ohaya. Ohaya is an ex-courtesan who knows Ch?gor? 
from her time working in the pleasure quarter. Not 
knowing that Ch?gor? is wanted for murder, his 
mother and Ohaya welcome him, and let him wait on 
the second floor while they prepare a meal. Mean-
while, the stepson Yohei, a merchant, returns with 
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news that he has been promoted to a samurai? and a 
local magistrate. His first job is to search for and arrest 
Ch?gor? during the night. (Others are responsible for 
the search during the day.) Although his stepmother 
pleads with Yohei to spare Ch?gor?, Ch?gor? eventu-
ally convinces his mother to follow her duty as a 
samurai’s stepmother, and she binds Ch?gor? with the 
rope of the hikimado window.? Knowing his step-
mother’s love for Ch?gor?, Yohei intentionally fails to 
arrest Ch?gor?, claiming that he is “off-duty” during 
the day. At the end of the act, Yohei cuts the pull-rope 
as if to take Ch?gor? away, but when the window 
opens, he intentionally mistakes the moonlight for 
sunlight, and mishears the bell’s tolls as signs of dawn, 
and releases Ch?gor?.?
The act starts with a scene demonstrating that 
Yohei’s stepmother sincerely cares for Yohei and 
Ohaya, her family by marriage and obligation (???
?). Having decided to tell Yohei about her long-lost 
son when Yohei returns, the mother announces that 
she will be “the happiest person in the world, with 
three children, including my daughter-in-law.”? 
Yohei’s stepmother appears to possess the same emo-
tional bonds coexisting with her obligations to her 
stepson and her stepdaughter-in-law as conventional 
exemplary stepmothers in j?ruri.
However, at the same time, Yohei’s stepmother 
shares the same quality as the stepmothers in S?suke’s 
earlier works: a blind love for her biological child that 
exceeds her sense of duty towards her stepchild. She 
clearly distinguishes Yohei and Ch?gor? in terms of 
her relationship to them, referring to her relationship 
with Yohei as “unrelated by blood ????” three 
times, while she repeatedly expresses her uncondi-
tional love for Ch?gor?. For example, when Yohei 
showed her Ch?gor?’s wanted-for-murder posters, the 
mother does not pretend to hide her love towards her 
real son. She immediately asks Yohei if she can buy 
all of Ch?gor?’s wanted posters before he distributes 
them to the villagers, implicitly asking if he would let 
Ch?gor? escape. When Yohei asks if it is really all 
right for her to spend the money she has saved up to 
buy Buddhist offerings, she answers, “Even if I were 
to be damned to Hell, I can’t ignore my feelings at this 
moment.”? Yohei’s stepmother shares the same level 
of “blind love” towards her own child as the wicked 
stepmother, Iwane. Although Yohei’s stepmother also 
shows her concern for Yohei when he agreed to sell 
her the posters and spare Ch?gor? by asking him about 
his duty,? saving Ch?gor? remains her first priority.
This appears to contradict both the conventional 
theme that stepmothers on the hero’s side always act 
according to Confucian social values and the pattern 
in S?suke’s earlier stepmother plays that this sort of 
blind love leads to tragedy (or villainy). Both apparent 
contradictions are at least partially explained by the 
different social classes of these stepmothers. The 
requirement of being Confucian exemplars seems to 
apply much more strictly to samurai characters, and 
jidaimono plays. Looking back, all the stepmothers 
that S?suke depicted in his earlier plays are women of 
the samurai class as represented in jidaimono plays. 
On the other hand, this mother is a townswoman 
(ch?nin), whose status has only just changed to the 
samurai class when Yohei was promoted. She shares 
the same personality type with Gonta’s mother from 
the third act of Yoshitsune Senbonzakura, a merchant’s 
wife who dotes on her scoundrel son (“Parents are 
always sweet, but mothers are even sweeter [to their 
child]”?). Both characters are creations of S?suke, 
and reflect S?suke’s idea of a mother’s unshakable 
attachment and goodwill towards her children. As 
commoners, these mothers are not subject to the rigid 
samurai value system that asks women to control their 
emotions (j?) and to act according to social expecta-
tions, and so they act relatively true to their emotions.
S?suke focuses on depicting Yohei’s stepmother’s 
emotions (j?), especially her blind love for Ch?gor?, 
throughout most of Act Eight, rather than her sense of 
obligation. While Ch?gor? feels obligated to Yohei 
and decides to surrender himself, the mother continues 
to resist, even threatening Ch?gor? that she will com-
mit suicide if he surrenders himself.? If she were an 
exemplary Confucian mother in a jidaimono play, she 
would be expected to immediately agree with 
Ch?gor?, and even encourage him to surrender him-
self to Yohei, to fulfill her parental obligation to her 
stepson, and to help her son live up to the standard of 
a moral and honorable samurai. Instead, as a towns-
woman who is true to her emotions, the mother 
desperately tries to stop her son from acting in accor-
dance with societal expectations.
S?suke makes use of transitional class status in 
order to create flexibility for the characters when faced 
with the conflict between individual desire and soci-
etal duty. Act Eight happens on the day when Yohei’s 
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class changed; he is appointed a local magistrate, or g? 
daikan (???).  He “is given samurai attire, long and 
short swords, and his father’s samurai name, Nanp? 
J?jibei. He is appointed village headman and magis-
trate, governing seven villages.”? Sword-wearing and 
the use of a surname were samurai privileges; so when 
Yohei was allowed to wear swords and the family 
name of Nanp? was restored, he was considered a 
samurai. However, local magistrate (g? daikan) was a 
more ambiguous status in actuality. It was one of the 
“in-between class statuses,” between samurai and 
commoner, that were newly created during the mid-
eighteenth century.? Kanda Yuzuki classifies Yohei’s 
status as “a mere sword-wearer, allowed to wear 
swords when on-duty for a task given by the lord.”? 
Under these circumstances, “samurai” is merely an 
additional temporary identity for Yohei when he is on-
duty; his identity as a merchant continues to exist deep 
at heart.
When Yohei decided to spare Ch?gor? for his 
stepmother’s sake, Yohei takes advantage of his in-
flux status to justify not fulfilling his job duties as a 
magistrate: “When I wear two swords, I am J?jibei. 
Now that I’m not wearing swords, I’m Yohei, just as 
before. I’m the same Yahata townsman. These [wanted 
posters] are just a merchant’s merchandise. If you 
want them, you can have them... it is not my duty [to 
catch Ch?gor?] during the day.”? As a samurai, Yohei 
is strict, dignified, and rigidly obeys societal rules. 
However, as a merchant, Yohei is accommodating, 
flexible, and a person who can follow his human emo-
tions outside of the framework of feudal rules. S?suke 
gave Yohei an in-between status in order to enable him 
to handle more realistically and with more complexity 
the conflict between feudal duty and human emotions.
Yohei strays from the duty given by his lord, at 
least in spirit, because he honors his obligation 
towards his stepmother, and pities her desperate love 
for Ch?gor?. This goes against the idea that feudal 
relationships and duty are considered more important 
than familial relationships and obligations. However, 
S?suke minimized the seriousness of this transgression 
by minimizing Yohei’s status and his duty, as less than 
those of a full samurai. First, Yohei lacks the genera-
tions-old bond with his lord, since the lord is new to 
this domain and is not related to Yohei’s father’s lord. 
Second, Yohei’s task is not the official business of the 
feudal domain. The lord asked Yohei to assist the sib-
lings of the slain evil samurai, who are visitors to his 
domain, in a private, secret act of vengeance, more as 
a favor than as an act on behalf of the domain. Yohei’s 
task therefore falls somewhere between official and 
private. Finally, the task is depicted more as an oppor-
tunity for Yohei to gain honor and a reward if he can 
accomplish it than something the lord expects to be 
accomplished. Yohei says that catching Ch?gor? 
would “bring lifelong honor... and my mother would 
be exceedingly happy.”? As Uchiyama Mikiko points 
out, while catching Ch?gor? is depicted as Yohei’s 
potential “achievement (??),” there is no mention of 
Yohei’s sense of obligation towards his new lord.? 
Yohei is more driven by the possibility of reward than 
by duty. Accordingly, Yohei’s feeling of duty towards 
his mother is the only full obligation he has through-
out the play, so he is able to act on that without paying 
a higher price than foregoing his potential reward.
Interestingly, the other characters in “Hikimado” 
also have in-flux identities. As Yohei’s status changes 
from a merchant to a samurai, his stepmother and 
wife’s status also change, because a woman’s status 
depends on the family she belongs to.? Just like 
Yohei, who changes his attitude from a samurai (at 
night) to that of a merchant (during the day) in order 
to accommodate his stepmother’s attachment to her 
son, the stepmother also changes her attitude at the 
end of the play to that of an exemplary samurai’s 
mother. Realizing that she was wrong in only thinking 
about her real son and in forgetting her duty to her 
stepson, the mother tells Ch?gor?:
When I think about it, I wrongly ignored my duty. 
To face the truth, it is the right way of human 
beings to desert one’s child to aid one’s stepchild 
in gaining renown. Why did I try to hide you as if 
I were an animal at heart, like a cat carries her 
kitten in her mouth?... It is an expression of my 
devotion and love (on’ai) that I tried to save you 
once; it is for my sense of duty (giri) toward the 
child who is not mine by blood that I bind you 
now. I protected you during the day and I bind 
you at night, and so I divide my hours for my 
stepchild and my real child into day and night. In 
this way, I can be affectionate and fulfill my duty 
at the same time.?
Here, the mother realizes the importance of her obliga-
tion to Yohei, and changes her attitude to that of an 
exemplary stepmother, who prioritizes her stepson 
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over her natural son. However, she does so in a way 
that she does not discard her emotions as a mother. By 
dividing her day in two, assuming the roles of a com-
moner mother who prioritizes her emotions during the 
day, and a samurai mother who prioritizes her sense of 
duty during the night, Yohei’s stepmother, like Yohei, 
maintains a balance between the two poles by assum-
ing an ambiguous dual identity.
??????????
A contemporary text of j?ruri history explains the 
difference between a sewamono setting and that of a 
jidaimono play as follows: “the sewa plays love love, 
and the jidai plays are pure in honoring obligations.”? 
Sewamono’s purpose as a genre was not to present 
exemplary characters who honored obligations at great 
personal cost, but to emphasize the emotional aspects 
of human relations. In his representations of “good” 
stepmothers in the earlier jidaimono plays, S?suke 
established his unique type of a “good” stepmother 
who falls apart when she must face her selfish inner 
desires which prefer her child over her stepchild. He 
also depicted a “bad” stepmother who outright rejects 
the Confucian duty to prioritize her stepchild. Through 
these unusual depictions of stepmothers, S?suke high-
lights the unrealistic nature of conventional exemplary 
mothers in j?ruri plays who conform to samurai and 
Confucian ideals, and implicitly casts doubt on the 
validity of a value system that places such expecta-
tions on stepmothers. S?suke ultimately resolves the 
conflict between a mother’s feelings of blind love for 
her natural child and her obligations towards her step-
child by choosing the genre of sewamono where he 
could depict characters who were on the periphery of 
the rigid feudal class system, bound by Confucian 
norms, but not rigidly so. By attributing the flexible 
social status of “local magistrate” to the main charac-
ter, S?suke suggests the importance of a more flexible 
and more humanly sensible attitude towards Confu-
cian social rules.
??????????????????
Figure 1: Tsubouchi Memorial Theater Museum, ni 24-00011-B
Figure 2: The National Diet Library
????
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